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Aim:

Learning to discuss 
the newspapers







Phonetic exercise.

Listen and read Ex.10 p.64



Translate the words.

• ежедневный - 
• местный  -
• сводка новостей -
• качественный -
• журнал   -
• публиковать -
• выпуск, номер -

daily
local
round-up
quality
magazine 
to publish
issue



• информация -
• рубрика –
• статья – 
• освещение в прессе –
• реклама
• заявлять       

(константировать)-
• обзор

information
heading
article
coverage
advertisement
to state

review

 



Make up the words.
• sloitabd
• shebroadets
• paneperws
• viewterin
• menttesta
• faiafrs
• mentnouncean

- tabloids
- broadsheets
- newspaper
- interview
- statement
- affairs
- announcement



              Do a crossword puzzle.
1. Something that happens, especially
something that involves several people. 

2. A piece of writing about a particular
subject that is published in a newspaper or
magazine.

3. Newspapers  are generally believed to
contain more serious news.

4. An official announcement that 
something is happening.

5. An article that gives information about
something that is happening in the news.

6. A magazine or a newspaper that is
published at a particular time.

7. An announcement that is intended to
persuade people to buy something.
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Look through the two articles quickly. 
Guess which of the headlines go with 

these articles.
Don’t leave your career planning
too late – the earlier you know
your future, the earlier you can
plan to make it happen! It’s good
if your parents believe in you and
your future. But also mind that
there are special centers which
help teenagers to plan their
future. Many of them now have
web sites on the Internet.

Building the Channel Tunnel
between England and France was
the biggest European engineering
project in history. A tunnel was
first suggested by French
Emperor Napoleon in 1802. Many
engineers produced plans in the
19th century. In the 1880s a start
was made to the tunnel. But two
world wars made the tunnel
dangerous for Britain.



     Read the text.

Complete each sentence with 
one of the words in the box.



It is not easy to fancy our life without newspapers,…, …, and reviews of 
all kinds. And what was … newspaper like? When was it made?

The earliest newspapers appeared in 59 BC (before Christ) in Rome. It 
was  a handwritten …newspaper. It was very little only one… . Julius 
Caesar ordered … them throughout the city to inform the people about 
… events,…, military conflicts and executions.

In Europe printed … appeared in he 15th century, when the letter press 
… . The first daily newspaper in England was published in London in 
1702. In 1784, The Pennsylvania Packet became the first daily 
newspaper of the United States.

               was invented, tabloids, newspapers, daily, to post, scandals,
                             magazines, sheet, the first, political



It is not easy to fancy our life without newspapers,…………..    ,    ……, 
and reviews of all kinds. And what was …………newspaper like? When 
was it made?

The earliest newspapers appeared in 59 BC (before Christ) in Rome. It 
was  a handwritten ……. newspaper. It was very little only one  ..….. . 
Julius Caesar ordered ........... them throughout the city to inform the 
people about ………....events,  …………, military conflicts and 
executions.

In Europe printed …………….. appeared in he 15th century, when the 
letter press………………. . The first daily newspaper in England was 
published in London in 1702. In 1784, The Pennsylvania Packet 
became the first daily newspaper of the United States.



Let’s have a rest.

Do sport’s minute. 



Turn your head to the right

Turn your head to the left



Bend forward your head.

                    
                    Bend back your head.



Raise up and down your shoulders.



Turn back your right shoulder.

Turn back your left shoulder.



Close your eyes for 5 seconds.

Open your eyes for 5 seconds.



Blink your eyes quickly 
for 2 seconds.



Thank you.

Good luck!



What two main kinds of
newspapers are there in Britain ?



Say what are the difference
 between broadsheets and 

tabloids.
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Homework.
Write your own article which 

you want to publish in tabloids 
or broadsheets.



Thank you for your work.

Good bye!


